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With the rapid development of computer technology and network technology , 
information technology has become an important factor in the development of all 
sectors of society, especially the use of e-government system , many government 
departments by the country 's pro-gaze, but also give them a government job bring 
remarkable effect . Coupled with our health care system continue to reform and 
development of business processes in the hospital also made based on information 
technology , while the civil affairs department rescue work should respond positively 
to the call of the national information construction , the manual business processes 
into the flow of information , the entire business processes more efficient and 
standardized. In China, the District of medical relief work is not an independent work , 
operation of the process involves many hospital departments , health care, social 
security , civil affairs departments to achieve this civil relief operations information 
becomes very difficult to build an information system of civil relief management 
system , the country has not yet building a more mature and perfect system, but also 
the need for more thorough research scholars . 
This article is in this context for the development of civil relief system started to 
explore , through a combination of civil relief needs of the actual situation of civil 
relief system design and development work carried out research and systems. In the 
civil relief system design , in order to be more convenient for software development 
and maintenance , the use of B / S three-tier structure . In the design process, the 
District rescue system is divided into subsystems and District office center city special 
care and medical assistance subsystems and District Rural Special Care Medical 
Assistance five parts subsystems, hoping to achieve online office inside the District 
rescue personnel. Implementation and operation of this system can improve internal 
civil relief department office efficiency, standardize work processes, the development 
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